
PRACTICE 4
Propositions



Caster Semenya and CAS
? Is sport as fair as it claims to be?

1. Sports at a time when high records have already been see set

– Olympics remain open to amateurs

– HW hard for true amateurs to actually have a shot at them because competing 
with professionals.

– Doping increasingly sensitive an issue:

■ Money ++ (six-figure sum given to the Athletics Integrity Unit to fight doping in 
2019)

■ Psychological doping created (cf listening to music when running outside in France)

■ Technological doping (controversy over Olympics and esp. Paralympics: not all the 
athletes can afford the same prostheses + some lie about the extent of their 
disability)

■ Armstrong said he did not regret anything and would do it again because 
impossible to win otherwise back in 1995.

Transition: Is sport inclusive at the very least?

https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2019/apr/02/marathon-runners-farah-kipchoge-anti-doping-programme
https://www.ouest-france.fr/sport/running/courir-en-musique-est-il-benefique-4878652
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2012/jul/04/london-2012-olympic-games-sport-technology
https://theconversation.com/doping-boosting-and-other-forms-of-cheating-at-the-paralympics-9228
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/othersports/cycling/lancearmstrong/11370341/Lance-Armstrong-says-he-would-still-dope-if-he-could-start-all-over-again.html


2. Is sport as inclusive as it should be?

– Sport = opportunity for some countries to shine despite economic/social/… 

hardship (e.g. South Africa w/ Oscar Pistorius)

– Progress in inclusion: a Chinese athlete dared mention her periods in 2016.

– HW, still discrimination towards women and non Caucasian people:

■ Discrimination toward women (e.g. Patrice Evra’s condescending attitude toward 

Eni Aluko/Serena Williams mocked after talking back to the referee while male 

players are just said to have a fit – cf Benoit Paire lately who broke all his rackets in 

his last match at Roland Garos out of anger) → what about males w/ high levels of 

testosterone???

■ Lack of inclusion (e.g. cricket: grassroot lvl: 30-40% non white, professional lvl: 6% 

in 2015)

Transition: What does it say about society on the whole?

https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/aug/16/chinese-swimmer-fu-yuanhui-praised-for-breaking-periods-taboo
https://www.theguardian.com/football/video/2018/jun/17/patrice-evra-criticised-for-patronising-applause-of-eni-aluko-video
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-45476500
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/apr/13/england-cricket-problem-non-white-asian


3. Spotlighting broader social issues

– Issues of inclusion (cf black teenage wrestler whose hair was cut – text d)

– Acute competitiveness x big money (uni sports in the US – NCAA: $1,06bn in 

revenue in 2016-2017 – is a big thing and so is the Super Bowl – advertising x 

revenue)

– Attempts at standardisation at every lvl at the expense of people’s health even 

(Semenya is intersex and reminds us of Turing who was condemned to take 

oestrogens for being gay and died of it)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Collegiate_Athletic_Association
https://fr.statista.com/infographie/16879/audience-revenus-publicitaires-super-bowl/
https://www.verdict.co.uk/super-bowl-revenue/


■ Conclusion

– After roughly 100 years of professional sports, increasingly harder to compete

just « to take part » as Pierre de Coubertin put it. Goal: winning the game but 

also the money associated to it.

– Solutions? Creating hormone level-based categories if actual impact? 

Prohibiting sponsoring? Capping it? Imposing a gear?



Alternative-protein products (ECRICOME)

? Why does farming have to evolve and how so?

1. Evolving mentalities

– Generational clash: post-war generation and their children to whom meat at 

every meal => healthy diet v. millennials to whom meat = increasingly a 

superfluous luxury + detrimental to your health (veganism → in 2017: Just Eat 

vegan orders : +987% in Britain)

– Social clash: 

■ meat, esp. red meat = symbol of affluence (cf Heart Attack grill in the US, rise of 

fast food in the 60s) + organic food: too expensive

■ Western society focused on meat v. Asian society less so (e.g. no room to raise 

cattle in Japan for instance → more vegetal proteins, esp. soy → 5th taste: umami)

Transition: Is the economy evolving accordingly?

https://www.theguardian.com/food/2019/jan/27/the-trouble-with-fake-meat-beetroot-burgers-food-substitutes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart_Attack_Grill


2. Changes in the economy

– Livestock farming: still a core element in some areas (cf sheep in Scotland and 

Ireland → some will have to be culled if no deal, beef in NZ → cf NZ MP 

attacking Air NZ over proposing the Impossible Burger)

– Shifting socio-economic pattern: primary sector shrinking (only 3% in France, 

~2% in the US) → small farmers cannot survive (output + low prices anyway) 

→ only mega farms can cope → clashing w/ mentalities

→ New definition of the food sector: more tech-based (aside from synthetic meat: 

hydroponics expected to grow from ~$226m in 2016 to ~$724m in 2023) → questions 

about the safety of these products (fertilizers? Additives in synthetic meat?)

Transition: Farming has to cope w/ evolutions in how the future is envisioned 

altogether (tech and all).

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/feb/20/farmers-lamb-culling-no-deal-brexit-exports-union
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jul/05/new-zealand-fake-burger-existential-threat-red-meat
https://www.thoughtco.com/sectors-of-the-economy-1435795
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20171206006224/en/


3. Evolving outlook on the future

– Desire to resume the space race and maybe settle elsewhere → need to 

change the way food is produced

– Increasing pop. (est. to reach 9.8bn in 2050), development of formerly 

underdeveloped countries (esp. China) → raising demand for food, decrease in 

arable land (compensated by increased productivity earlier but at what cost? 

And then what?) Decreasing in developed countries since the mid-80s.

(Currently, 12% of the globe’s and surface used for crops out of 36% of est. arable 

land)

– Current issue though: tendency to consume much of one specific product →

always harmful (animals or monocultures like soy or lentils). Need to diversify 

→ less easy for big entities.

The FAO about the issue of feeding the world.

http://www.fao.org/3/i2280e/i2280e06.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/i2280e/i2280e06.pdf
http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/wsfs/docs/Issues_papers/HLEF2050_Global_Agriculture.pdf


■ Conclusion

– Given the evolution of society, farming is bound to evolve.

– However, if humans do not act on their wasteful eating habits (obsessive, 

disproportionate), Malthus’ predictions may come true (not because there are 

not enough resources but because they are ill-managed).

Other possibility: future where every matter is recycled, extreme case in Soylent

Green echoed in Cloud Atlas.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malthusianism
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/soylent_green/

